Abstract. This is a discussion of various q-analogs of the euclidean and pseudo-euclidean groups and Lie algebras in 2-space, and of the oscillator algebra. We will work out some tensor products of irreducible representations of these algebras, compute the Clebsch-Gordan coe cients and derive the associated special function identities that arise. Cases where 0 < q < 1, jqj = 1 and q n = 1 will be considered.
their representation theories. In each case the raising and lowering operators E can be used to determine factorizations associated with the representation. The notation used for q-series and q-integrals in this paper follows that of Gasper and Rahman 9].
2. m (2) and oscillator algebra representations. The three dimensional Lie algebra m(2) is determined by its generators H, E + , E ? which obey the commutation relations where C E + E ? is an invariant operator. A simple realization of (!) is given by the operators We can introduce an inner product such that < f n ; f n 0 >= nn 0, n; n 0 2 Z. On the dense subspace K of all nite linear combinations of the basis vectors we have (2.4) < E + f; f 0 > = < f; E ? f 0 >; < Hf; f 0 > = < f; Hf 0 >; for all f; f 0 2 K, so H = H and E + = E ? . In terms of the operators (2.3) we can obtain a realization of (!) and its Hilbert space structure by setting z = e i : It admits a class of algebraically irreducible representations " ;`2 where`; are real numbers and`> 0. These are de ned on a vector space with orthogonal basis ff m : n = 0; 1; g where The Clebsch-Gordan coe cients are expressible in terms of hypergeometric functions 2 F 1 and the identity relating the matrix elements of the operator e F + e aF ? with respect to the tensor product basis and with respect to the reduced basis takes the symbolic form 1 F 1 1 F 1 P 2 F 1 1 F 1 2 F 1 . Since the representation (!) of m(2) de nes a representation of the oscillator algebra for which E = 0 we can also consider the tensor product (!) " ;`2 , de ned by expressions and the identity relating the matrix elements of the operator e F + e aF ? with respect to the tensor product basis and with respect to the reduced basis takes the form eExplicitly, (3.2) T (e;E) n 0 n ( ; ) = (q n?n 0 +1 ; q) 1 ( !) n?n 0 (q; q) 1 q (n?n 0 )(n?n 0 ?1)=2 1 1 0 q n?n 0 +1 ; q; ? ! 2 q n?n 0 = (q n 0 ?n+1 ; q) 1 ( !) n 0 ?n (q; q) 1 and another decompostion obtained by replacing ! 1 with ! 2 on the right-hand side of (3.4). A special case of the identity relating the matrix elements of the operator e q ( F + )E q ( F ? ) with respect to the tensor product basis and with respect to the reduced basis is (3.5) (?q) n J x?n (Sq ?y ; q 2 )J n (RSq n ; q 2 ) = 1 X k=?1 q 2k J k?n (Rq y ; q 2 )J x (Sq k?y ; q 2 )J k (Rq y+x ; q 2 ); valid for 0 < Rq y+x+1 < 1, 0 < Rq y+1 < 1, 0 S and n; x; y integers. The case S = q z of this formula for z an integer is the addition theorem for Hahn-Exton q-Bessel functions derived by Koelink using the theory of quantum groups, 12, 15] .
(The computation of the matrix elements on the left hand side of this formula and in many formulas to follow is based heavily on the formal identities E q (X + Y ) = E q (Y )E q (X); e q (X + Y ) = e q (X)e q (Y ); valid for operators X; Y such that Y X = qXY .
In 18] a q-analog of the oscillator algebra was introduced. This is the associative algebra generated by the four elements H, E + , E ? , E that obey the commutation relations (3. Hf n = ( + n)f n ; Ef n =`2q ?1 f n :
Here, f n = p (q; q) n =(1 ? q) n e n . We have E + = (E ? ) , H = H and E = E. The elements C =?H E+(q?1)E + E ? and E lie in the center of this algebra, and corresponding to the irreducible representation " ;`2 we have C =`2I, E =`2q ?1 I where I is the identity operator.
We de ne matrix elements of the \group" by = (q n 0 +1 ; q) 1 (q n?n 0 +1 ; q) 1 ( `) n?n 0 (q; q) 1 (q n+1 ; q) 1 (1 ? q) n?n 0 q (n 0 ?n)(n 0 +n+1)=4 1 1 q ?n 0 q n?n 0 +1 ; q; `2 1 ? q = (q n 0 ?n+1 ; q) 1 ( `) n 0 ?n (q; q) 1 q (n 0 ?n)(n 0 ?3n?3)=4 where R is a family of irreducible representations of the q-oscillator algebra for which the spectrum of H is unbounded both above and below. Thus the following identity, relating the matrix elements in the tensor product and reduced bases must hold: where y=z > 0, h; h 0 ; j; j 0 = 0; 1; .
Discrete models of m(2) and oscillator algebra representations. In this section
we study representations of a number of discrete q-analogs of m(2) and the oscillator algebra. We start with discrete m (2) where N = 1 and is a primitive Nth root of unity. The generators are H ; E with relations For these cases and the examples to follow, operators such as E q ( F + )e q ( F ? ) no longer make sense. Instead, one can obtain identities relating the matrix elements of operators F n + F m ? with respect to the tensor product basis and the reduced basis. For the same with N = 1 we can de ne the discrete oscillator algebra with generators E ; H ; E and relations ?H f n = ? ?n f n ; Ef n =`2 ?1 f n ; Cf n = ?`2f n :
A second family of representations R(`; ; ; ) is de ned by E + f n = ` ?n?1 f n+1 ; E ? f n =` 1 + ?n 1 ? f n?1 ?H f n = ? ?n f n ; Ef n =`2 ?1 f n ; Cf n = ?`2f n :
Restricting to the case N odd for convenience, we can de ne the tensor product representation (!; !) N " ;`2 by the relations We consider the following class of irreducible representations (!; !) for this algebra, characterized by the nonzero complex numbers !; !. The Hilbert space consists of complex functions f(x) with domain x = q n ; n = 0; 1; 2; and such that (f; f) < 1, where the inner product is
The action of the algebra on this Hilbert space is given by the operators (4.6) E + = !x; E ? = ! x ; q H f(x) = f(qx): and Cf`= ! !I where C E + E ? is an invariant operator. We de ne the tensor product (! 1 ; ! 1 ) q (! 2 ; ! 2 ) q by We consider the irreducible representations " q ;`2 for this algebra, characterized by the positive number`and real number . The Hilbert space consists of complex functions f(x) with domain x = q n ; n = 0; 1; 2; and such that (f; f) < 1, where the inner product is Note that the representation (!; !) q of the discrete pseudo-euclidean algebra can be considered as a representation of the discrete pseudo-oscillator algebra for which E = 0. We de ne the discrete tensor product (!; !) q " q ;`2 by 
